by any standard of measure, it is a cyclic collection whose artistic program puts it at the center of the composer's musical development.
Marenzio's new concern for the apparent decorum of a serious style doubtless reflects the immediate circumstances of his career. Left in late 1586 without a regular patron following the death of his principal protector, Cardinal Luigi d'Este, the composer had hoped perhaps to find an appropriate sponsor in Count Mario Bevilacqua, onetime padre of the Accademia Filarmonica of Verona, whose musical household and avid connoisseurship were the final destination of the book of 1588. The close association of aesthetic sensibility and social setting is of course a familiar theme in the history of Renaissance culture, and there is good reason to link the remarkable poetic organization, musical vocabulary, and artistic program of the Madrigali to the specialized tastes of Bevilacqua's musical ridotto. But there are also a number of wider contexts for the ideas at work in Marenzio's pivotal book, themes that recur with surprising import in a long series of debates about artistic representation and social order that thrived in academic and patrician circles of late sixteenth-century Italy. Before considering the mutual claims of social destination and aesthetic forms, however, we should first attempt to understand the special program of the Madrigali of 1588 and its place in Marenzio's musical production.
Marenzio and the Poetry of Sannazaro
Marenzio, in the words of Alfred Einstein, "is preeminently the musician of the pastoral."2 Nowhere are the composer's interests in this topic better represented than in his two dozen settings of texts by Jacopo Sannazaro, an early sixteenth-century Neapolitan poet and himself a prominent Renaissance pastoralist. Facile imitator of Virgil and Petrarch alike, Sannazaro's Rime and especially his bucolic narrative, Arcadia circulated well into the 159os, printed and reprinted with editorial changes aimed to bring it in line with the prevailing Tuscan idiom of the cinquecento.3 For composers such as Marenzio, Giovanelli, and other musicians active in Rome during the middle years of the sixteenth century, Sannazaro's poetry was closely tied to the canzonetta, a musical genre whose lively rhythms and clear textures apparently seemed well suited to the sdrucciole (literally "slippery," but 320 THE JOURNAL OF MUSICOLOGY in this context referring to their characteristic dactylic line endings) accents and often terse syntax of the Arcadian landscape.4
Sannazaro's poetry also figured prominently in the Madrigali of 1588 (see Table 1 ), but in general Marenzio here avoided descriptive verse, animated rhythms, and closed form of the sort favored in his early musical production. Indeed, scholars have noted the careful sobriety maintained throughout the book of 1588. "Marenzio," Steven Ledbetter observed in the preface to his critical edition of the print, had previously set many texts of Sannazaro and Petrarch in many varied moods, but here he single-mindedly chose from the works of these, his two favorite poets, texts reflecting uniformly somber and even morose sentiments.5
This assessment seems on the surface fair enough: the texts found here dwell largely on remorseful themes, and the music, with its antique misura di breve and densely contrapuntal fabrics, aims at a seriousness found only in passing among Marenzio's earlier settings of Sannazaro lyrics. The book of 1588, however, is remarkable not so much for the newly found uniformity of its serious tenor, as for the extraordinary musical means Marenzio employs here. The volume is a carefully crafted manifesto of related conceits of late sixteenth-century musical parlance, themes that play centrally in the composer's mature style. So complex is Marenzio's volume, in fact, that it is nearly impossible to consider any work offered here except in relation to the meticulous narrative that emerges from the assembled settings. The collection begins, for instance, with a stanza by Petrarch that serves well to establish the searching rhetoric and plaintive tone that dominate the Madrigali. Posing a question, "Ov'd condotto il mio amoroso stile?," that offers poetic creation itself as a leading theme, the text implicitly looks both back to an unstated but happier former production and forward to present sufferings soon to be explained. The cyclic exploration of a focused theme and a carefully chosen matrix of rhymes and phrases is of course essential to any sestina, and thus it should come as no surprise that the text for the fifth madrigal from Marenzio's collection, Fuggito i'l sonno, which is drawn from the very same double sestina as Ov' condotto, should recall the language and images of the opening stanza (this same poem, Mia benignafortuna, was evidently a favorite of Marenzio's, having also provided the texts for O voi che sospirate [II a5 of 1581], Nessun vise giamai [II a6 of 1584], and for several madrigals in Book IX a5 of 1599, including his justly famous chromatic Crudele acerba). Fuggito d'l sonno inevitably shares the same six-line endings with Ov' condotto (and thus its concern with rime and stile; pianto and lieto; notti and morte) and also dwells in the same sort of remorseful retrospection as the opening text: for this speaker, formerly articulate words, thought, and song dissolve as inarticulate cries.
These same themes, and much of the same poetic language, too, recur in the other two sestinas found in the book of 1588, stanzas that Marenzio evidently sought out among the works of Sannazaro precisely on account of their close verbal connections with those by Petrarch. Fiere silvestri (No. 9), for instance, recalls the "lungo pianto" and "dolorose rime" of Petrarch's sestina, clearly situating them against the pastoral landscape so prevalent in Sannazaro's (and in Marenzio's) production (this pastoral element is also strong in Nos. 8 through 12 of the Madrigali of 1588). Another sestina by Sannazaro, O fere stelle (No. 14), likewise alludes to the pastoral world, making hopeful reference to a restored landscape of shepherds and woods, site of the longed-for "cantar primo" toward which Petrarch had been content only to hint (see Nos. 2 and 3, the sonnets Se la mia vita and Piango chi Amor). Sannazaro's O fere stelle, moreover, recalls in a short space other enduring themes encountered among the poems that precede it in this book. Thanks to an apt phonetic coincidence, it makes explicit connection between the conditions of poetic language (stile) and those of the heavens (stelle). This parallel, in turn, recalls one set out in Girolamo Troiano's sonnet, Senza il mio vago sol (No. 6), which identifies the poet's current isolation ("dunque andrb solo") with the absence of a guiding sun ("il mio vago sol"). This same word play also recurs in the poem that immediately follows Troiano's sonnet, Sannazaro's Senza il mio sole. Among the poetry assembled for the Madrigali of 1588, in short, are texts carefully selected to converge on a central set of themes, poems that "effect a troping," in the words of Laura Macy, "of the tale of artistic metamorphosis."6 That Marenzio was well aware of the 322 THE JOURNAL OF MUSICOLOGY connections among these poems is amply demonstrated in the sophisticated musical responses elicited from him by these texts.
The Musical Plan of the Madrigali
The overall narrative plan of the book moves from the affective retrospection of Petrarch's sestinas and sonnets to the latent pastoralism of Sannazaro's lyrics, culminating in the brief but compelling Ofere stelle. The musical organization to which these texts have been subject seems designed to highlight this broad progress, joining the central utterances of these poems through the reprise of specific melodies and gestures, through the musical representation of important words and ideas, and even through the musical forces and vocal ranges required by individual works. The fifteen settings found here are grouped according to the number of vocal parts required by each, moving from small to large in an arrangement long favored by music printers of the sixteenth century, who evidently had employed such organization as both a typographical convenience and an aid for performance. Adrian Willaert's celebrated Musica nova of i599, to cite one famous model for this scheme, likewise puts four-voice works before those for five, six, and seven parts. In Marenzio's Madrigali, moreover, the organization by ensemble is rearticulated by the choice of cleffing combination and background system: low clefs and natural system (cantus durus) for works for four voices; low clefs and flat system (cantus mollis) for those for five voices; high clefs and natural system for all but the last piece for six voices (Ofere stelle), which like the lone work for ten voices uses high clefs and a flat system (see Table 1 ).
Within these broad groupings by register and by ensemble there is apparently neither rhyme nor reason to the succession of modes represented by the cleffing and system combinations. In this respect Marenzio's book does not emulate the sort of modal self-consciousness encountered, for instance, in Palestrina's Vergine cycle from the Madrigali spirituali of 1581 or in Lassus's Lagrime di San Pietro of '595, cycles conceived as settings of poetic texts that were themselves intended as cohesive sets (the former by Petrarch and the latter by Luigi Tansillo).7 But the Madrigali readily compensates for its apparent lack of schematic ordering by the extraordinary means used to create a cyclic design from varied musical forces and utterly independent texts. The book of 1588 proceeds not according to any intrinsically modal or tonal plan, but instead by offering pride of place to literary themes and forms, weaving musical connections and allusions among these lyrics in an apparent effort to recount a stylistic program, rather than a theoretical design. Thus each of the groups of madrigals for four and for five voices opens with a setting of a stanza from a Petrarch sestina, verses that, as previously noted, dwell on images and feelings central to other poems at hand. The first piece for six voices, Com ogni Rio, likewise has special significance for the collection as a whole, hiding within its descriptive couplets the name of Marenzio's dedicatee, Count Mario Bevilacqua.s Artfully playing with the sonic similarity between amare and mare (and perhaps between Mario and Mamenzio), this anonymous poem recalls the verbal identification of stelle/stile and sole/sola at work elsewhere in the volume. No wonder Marenzio saw fit to give this text a privileged position at the very center of the eight Sannazaro settings that otherwise comprise the second half of the book. All of this suggests that the ordering of texts and the arrangement by ensemble and range are part of a broad and yet remarkably subtle design. Printing conventions may perhaps have helped to dictate the general placement of works within this volume, but clearly there are musical and poetic relationships at work here that can only have resulted from conscious compositional choice.
Ofere stelle, which is the only work for six voices to use the flat system, remains the one wrinkle in this otherwise neat plan of vocal forces and ranges. In and of itself, the use of cantus mollis rather than cantus durus is perhaps not terribly significant. But taken together with the striking musical means employed in this piece and its patent connection with madrigals both within and beyond the book of 1588, the shift in system is a signal well worth noting. The poem is in many ways the culmination of Marenzio's entire narrative design for the Madrigali, drawing together the high affect of Petrarch's "cantar converso in pianto" with the "fiere silvestri" of Sannazaro's idiom. A single stanza from Sannazaro's sestina, Spent'eran nel mio cor l'antiche fiamme, the text appeals for a return to the bucolic landscape of the speaker's first song. Densely packed with contrasting images and even violent sentiments, the poem prompted one of the most musically audacious efforts of Marenzio's output.
The work begins sedately enough, with a motet-like imitative exordium clearly centered around G (See Example 1, mm. 1-8. This madrigal, in short, does more than depict, intone, or emote upon its chosen text. It is instead a symbolic representation of opposed genres and styles, a representation hinging upon the construction of musical space itself. The focus of this piece is thus decidedly different than that of the approach Marenzio took in his settings of Sannazaro poems from his early musical production, where his attentions were directed chiefly at prosody and pictorial representation through the sweeping appropriation of the canzonetta idiom as material for development and variation. Here, by contrast, the canzonetta idiom is carefully circumscribed as a lost alternative to the otherwise severely contrapuntal style that dominates this opus.
Ofere stelle bears clear and quite remarkable relation-both musical and literary-to other works from the book of 1588. It is followed, for instance, by Basti fin qui le pen'e i duri affanni, a pastoral dialogue for two five-voice ensembles, a work dwelling exclusively in the from a longer poem) at least partly on account of the opportunity they provided for specifically musical connections between related verses. Embracing the juncture between two madrigals in an elegant musicopoetic chiasmus, Marenzio deftly ties the "forbidden hopes" of Interdette speranze to the idyllic "first song" at the heart of Ofere stelle (see texts in Appendix).lo
The crucial musical phrase that joins Interdette speranze and Ofere stelle, moreover, marks the last in a series of musical and textural With this peculiar arrangement of this series of entries at the conclusion of Interdette speranze Marenzio seems to have wanted to bring out the parallelism between the end of this work and the outset of the next, which begins with the same motive at precisely the same pitch level (cantus and tenor, mm. 1-4 of Example 1). The two pieces nevertheless would not have been understood to represent the same musical mode, for the b-flat system (cantus mollis) at the outset of O fere stelle designates this piece as mode 1 transposed down a fifth, as distinct from the untransposed mode 7 (with a background cantus durus) designated by the cleffing and system of the previous composition. The shift to the b-flat system for Ofere stelle (recalling that it is the only sixvoice piece with this register) thus gains significance in the larger musico-poetic plan of the entire volume. It joins Marenzio's complex series of allusions and refrains (which link Ofere stelle with four-, five-, and six-part pieces elsewhere in the volume) with his extraordinary sequential extension of musical harmony (suggested but left unrealized elsewhere in the Madrigali). The shift from cantus durus to cantus mollis thus effects a musical transposition that serves as an emblem of Marenzio's entire program for the book of 1588. Transposing the decorous pastoralism of his previous idiom as a distant tonal and textural realm, Marenzio here crafted a book designed to ally poetry by Sannazaro with the Tuscan poetry and poets-from Petrarch to Della Casa-so central to Italian literary ideals of the sixteenth century. In this volume the composer did more than bring together madrigals of uniform sobriety: instead he coordinated poems and parts of poems in ways that contrast and connect the gestures, forms, and topoi embraced by his mature style.
The Madrigali and Marenzio's Musical Career
The book of 1588, in short, was plainly the product of extraordinarily focused and purposeful planning, coordinating poetic idioms, musical registers, and style itself in a reflexive assessment of the composer's own musical language. Judged from the perspective of his entire output, moreover, the book seems to mark an important turning point in his poetic choice and approach to overall design. The Madrigali stands as Marenzio's last (and certainly his most concentrated) use of the poetry of Jacopo Sannazaro, a writer whose works had provided the composer with a quarter of his texts up to and including this book. Pondering the artistic price of this former dependency, Marenzio here evidently aimed to restore Sannazaro's poetry (and its associated musical conventions) at the conclusion of the book. The gesture seems now more than a little ironic, for in fact the composer never again set a text by Sannazaro. Instead, Marenzio's subsequent pastoral lyrics came principally from the works of Guarini, a writer whose dramatic poetry both was held in high regard by 
Marenzio and Tasso Reconsidered
The problem with Einstein's theory of Marenzio's artistic crisis, it seems, is in part the very fragmentary evidence upon which it depends-arguing from negative evidence and from innuendo hardly makes for solid conclusions. The point, however, should not be to discard as irrelevant Einstein's hypothesis or Tasso's cryptic remarks, Music, according to Tasso's speakers, has not simply fallen from its proper gravity: "degenerating," it has become "soft and effeminate" through the overuse of "sweetness and gentleness." For Tasso, then, the aesthetic worth of music rests largely in the relative moral values attached to implied audiences, in this case the merits of "gravi huomini e donne" on one hand and "lascivi giovani" on the other. Of course the defense of grave magnificence against the seductive power of sweetness is not merely a reflection of the contest between age and youth, since degeneration is clearly represented as a feminizing process ("divenuta molle ed effeminata").31 Artistic creation thus assumes a social hierarchy that places age before youth and male before female. Decoration or frivolity, as manifestations of youthful or feminine excess, must, according to this model, be contained, aspiring to a balanced "temperamento" of sweetness and severity. To do otherwise, as Tasso's speakers insist, is to risk "non solamente gli huomini, ma l'arti medesime." Tasso here echoes the language of a long tradition of sumptuary legislation designed to control ostentation and lascivious behavior with the aim of moral preservation. Edward Muir, for instance, has recently detailed the actions of the Venetian nobility to regulate private as well as public entertainments, drawing specific parallels between artistic representation and social order.32
There is ample reason to suspect that certain of the pastoral texts of the sort Marenzio and his contemporaries set to music were specifically identified with the seductive or lascivious-and thus threatening-qualities that conservative thinkers of the sixteenth century wanted to control. Sannazaro's Arcadia, after all, is not merely a setting for bucolic pathos, it is a place where shepherds are often lured and rejected by the women who populate this deceptive landscape. The latter one.
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Thus we shall leave aside all that music, which, degenerating, has become soft and effeminate, and we shall ask Striggio and Giaches and Luzzasco, and any other excellent master of excellent music, that he may be willing to recall it to that seriousness by straying from which it has often in some respects overflowed with which it is better to remain silent than to speak. This serious manner will be similar to that which Aristotle calls Dorian, which is magnificent, constant, and grave; and which above all the others suits the lyre.
That does not displease me. But still no other thing, not accompanied by sweetness, can be delightful.
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THE JOURNAL OF MUSICOLOGY FN: Io non biasimo la dolcezza e la soaviti, ma ci vorrei il temperamento; perch' io stimo che la musica sia com' una delle altre arti pur nobili, ciascuna de la quali seguita da un lusinghiero simile ne I'apparenza, ma nell'operazioni molto dissomigliante: e come l'arte de la cucina lusinga a la medicina, il calunniatore all'oratore, il sofista al filosofo; cosi la musica lasciva a la temperata.
OC: Fra tanti lusinghieri sono in molto pericolo non solamente gli huomini, ma l'arti medesime, e quelli e queste in gran parte contaminate.
FN: Dunque il nostro poeta dall'una parte si guarderi di non cadere ne le argutie de' sofisti, le quali hanno ripiene molte compositioni che piacciono al mondo: da l'altra, che'l condimento della musica non sia stemperato nd soverchio; ma, come Tirteo tra gli Spartani, doveri esser fra gl'Italiani, o fra' Cristiani piii tosto, in queste guerre che sono tra loro e i Turchi e i Mori e gli altri ch'hanno perduto il lume della vera fede: e cantando hora circa il sinistro, hora circa il destro, si dovra proporre, come per esempio, il movimento del primo Cielo, che si muove dall'Oriente a l'Occidente, o pur dalla destra alla sinistra, e quelli de gli altri ancora, che sono mossi diversamente; i quali duo moti assomiglia l'anima nostra con la volunti e con l'appetito.
I do not censure sweetness and gentleness, but wish for moderation; because I consider that music is like one of the other arts, noble as they are, each of which is accompanied by a flattery similar in its appearance, but of very dissimilar workings: as the art of cooking flatters medicine; slander flatters oratory; sophistry flatters philosophy; thus lascivious music flatters tempered.
Among all these allurements not only are men in peril, but the arts themselves, and both are contaminated in great measure.
Thus on one hand our poet must brace himself so as not to fall into the fallacies of the sophists, which have filled many compositions that please the world. On the other hand, that the flavoring of music should be neither immoderate nor excessive-but, what Tyrtaeus was among the Spartans, so he should be among Italians, or still better Christians, in this war between them and the Turks, Moors, and the others who have lost the light of the true faith-and singing now to the left, now to the right, he must take as his model, for example the motion of the first heaven, which moves from east to west or from right to left; and like the others, too, which move differently. The two movements resemble our soul with its will and appetite.
